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The Impact of Human Behaviour on 
Decision-Making

Biases, confirmation bias, cognitive dissonance, 

naive realism… All obstruct objectivity!

Sources: 
Leon Festinger, Carol Tavris, Elliot Aronson, Daniel Kahneman and…



Grégoire (Greg) Lefebvre

▪ Directors’ Forum Board member

▪ Caisse Alliance Chair

▪ Caisse Board member (8 years)

▪ Retired High School Principal 

▪ Maths and Sciences teacher



Go to www.menti.com and use the code 65 88 89



Learning objectives







We all carry biases.

It’s most difficult to change our perception 
of something or someone.

Everything I encounter (hear and see) 
confirms what I believe (self-justification).

Solution? Critical thinking and others.



This presentation does 

not refer to behaviours 

relating to prejudice, 

stereotyping or 

preferences, but how we 

(our cognitive) builds our 

perceptions of things in a 

subconscious manner, 

all in hopes of favoring 

our survival. 







Cognitive bias is the cognitive distortion of information.

The term “bias” references a systematic deviation of 

reality by our logical and rational thinking. 

Cognitive bias is normally subconscious.



▪ Biases are part of how we construct our perception 

of the world.

▪ It’s part of the process of "thinking fast," described 

by Kahneman in his best-seller "Thinking Fast and 

Slow" . 

▪ Biases are in fact shortcuts in the process of 

evaluating our surroundings so as to insure 

survival.

▪ It’s a question of efficiency (time and reaction).  



▪ U. Maoz, G. Yaffe, C. Koch, and L. Mudrik in 2019 in the journal 

eLife Neuroscience and entitled “Neural precursors of decisions

that matter — an ERP study of deliberate and arbitrary

choice,” have identified that our brain chooses a reaction to a 

situation before we are even conscious of the situation. 90% of our

actions (reactions) come from the "thinking fast" brain, the social 

brain.

▪ It’s hard to overrule the decision taken by the thinking fast brain, 

but not impossible. It requires our full attention and a lot of energy

(thinking slow). We must be fully conscious and alone with our

thoughts.

▪ Biases are involuntary, subconscious and for the most part, 

efficient in keeping us alive. So, don’t feel guilty once you realise

that you too have biases!

https://link.medium.com/O01zR8GsPnb


Biases are most prevalent in our behaviours when

we are tired, overworked or stressed. (Question of 

efficiency by relying on past experiences to save time 

and energy when we are most vulnerable). 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5020698/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5020698/


Confirmation bias

The instinctive tendency (thinking fast) to identify and 
prioritize information that confirms one’s way of 
thinking, while neglecting information that says
otherwise. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zoWTb3KP-k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zoWTb3KP-k








ddd

I just read about 
confirmation bias

It only proved
what I already know

You are wrong





▪ Mega-analysis of the tribunal verdicts in the 

american justice system. (1969 - 1976)

▪ 62% of judgements were in favor of the party with

similar values and beliefs. 



In summary…

▪ All human beings have 
biases (spontaneous actions) 
to increase or favour their
survival chances;

▪ A person tends to identify
and acknowledge information 
that validates his/her own
beliefs/perceptions
(confirmation bias);

▪ It’s not an easy task to 
change one’s
perceptions/beliefs once 
established. Cette photo de Auteur inconnu est fournie sous licence CC BY-SA-NC.

https://socialsci.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Communication/Book%3A_Interpersonal_Communication_-_A_Mindful_Approach_to_Relationships_(Wrench_et_al.)/02%3A_Overview_of_Interpersonal_Communication/2.03%3A_Perception_Process
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Cognitive dissonance

The tension one feels when presented with information 

that conflicts with his/her beliefs/perceptions..

Cette photo de Auteur inconnu est fournie sous licence CC BY-ND.

http://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-news/cognitive-dissonance-manipulation-nation/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/




Cognitive Dissonance 

FACT :

After having invested a certain 

amount of time and energy

defending or arguing a point, 

independent of new information 

given, one’s point of view will

not change.

(Festinger et autres)

Cette photo de Auteur inconnu est fournie sous licence CC BY-NC.

https://wiki.godvillegame.com/Find_the_point_of_no_return_and_go_past_it
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Which anecdote would you like to 
hear?

https://www.menti.com/fwb99smdz7

https://www.menti.com/fwb99smdz7


Naive Realism

Believing that oneself (I) 
perceives the world 
objectively and others that
see it differently are 
misinformed, irrational or 
biased.



Breakout Rooms (15 min):

What are the impacts/risks of cognitive bias and 

cognitive dissonance…

▪ at the board level?

▪ on decision-making?

▪ on strategic planning ?

▪ when choosing the CEO?

▪ other levels? 



The Abilene paradox is a paradox in 

which the limits of a particular situation 
force a group of people to act in a way 
that is directly the opposite of their actual 
preferences. 

It is a phenomenon that occurs when 
groups continue with misguided activities 
which no group member desires, because 
no member is willing to raise objections.

A common phrase relating to the Abilene 
paradox is a desire to not "rock the boat".

CONFORMITY!

https://psychology.fandom.com/wiki/Paradox


Did you know?

It’s almost impossible to change someone’s mind

using facts. This happens due to ‘motivated

reasoning’, a psychology term that refers to the 

way people usually believe whatever they want to 

believe and use the flimsiest piece of evidence to 

justify that belief, even when there is plenty of 

verified evidence to disprove it.



Breakout Rooms (15 min.)

How can we minimise the impact of our bias…

▪ at the board level?

▪ in decision-making?

▪ during CEO selection?



How to minimize our bias impact:

▪ Recognize that we (may) have biases but most are unknown

to us;

▪ Gather as much information (conflicting) as possible and slow 

down the analytical and decision-making process;

▪ Create an environment that promotes different perceptions;

▪ Conduct surveys and consultations that protect anonymity;

▪ Much like Abraham Lincoln, include people with diverging

opinions;

▪ Be aware and prioritize healthy behaviours that minimize

fatigue, stress and don’t overextend.













Conclusion

 I’m biased and I’m not aware of them!

Why does so and so hold a different perception? 

 Could I be wrong? 

 Everything I see confirms my beliefs!



▪ unconscious-bias

▪ educator-bias-is-associated-with-racial-

disparities-in-student-achievement-and-

discipline/

▪ 4-ways-fight-bias-grading

▪ https://www.nichd.nih.gov/

▪ formesdebiais

https://diversity.ucsf.edu/resources/unconscious-bias
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2020/07/20/educator-bias-is-associated-with-racial-disparities-in-student-achievement-and-discipline/
https://www.edutopia.org/article/4-ways-fight-bias-grading
https://www.nichd.nih.gov/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEwGBIr_RIw






https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/W3KGVVN

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/W3KGVVN


Q&A




